April 2, 2021

Dear President Biden, Vice President Harris, and Secretary Mayorkas,

We, the 196 undersigned organizations, call on this administration to begin the long overdue process of phasing out the use of detention from our immigration system. Immigration detention is abusive, deadly, immoral and wholly unnecessary. Ending it must be at the center of this administration’s plans to relieve immigrant communities from decades of a harmful, enforcement-only approach to migration. Detention is an integral cog in the United States’ deadly immigration enforcement machinery with over 200 facilities across the country, but it does not have to be this way. People navigating their immigration cases can and should be able to do so in community with their loved ones—not behind bars in detention. This administration has the power to build a just system and make freedom for all immigrants a reality.

We demand that the Biden administration phase out Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE) detention system, starting by immediately shutting down the following ten detention centers that are emblematic of a system that is rotten to its core:

1. Adelanto Detention Center (Adelanto)
2. Berks County Family Detention Center (Berks)
3. South Texas Family Detention Center (Dilley)
4. Etowah County Jail (Etowah)
5. Farmville Detention Center (Farmville)
6. T. Don Hutto Detention Center (Hutto)
7. Irwin County Detention Center (Irwin)
8. Karnes County Family Detention Center (Karnes)
9. Mesa Verde Detention Center (Mesa Verde)
10. Otero County Detention Center (Otero)

The abusive history of ICE detention is well-documented,¹ and includes rampant medical neglect,² mental, physical and sexual abuse,³ scarcity of food and other basic necessities,⁴ retaliatory and violent

---

practices by facility guards, and even death. Despite years of oversight and billions of dollars in federal funding, ICE detention continues to be plagued by these system-wide abuses. Just this past year, as the COVID-19 pandemic ravaged the detention system and ICE failed to adequately respond, 21 immigrants tragically died in custody—the highest reported death toll in detention in 15 years. This is added proof that ICE detention is an inherently flawed system incapable of reform.

The ten facilities outlined above as starting points are emblematic of these systemic issues, as detailed in the addended “First Ten to Communities Not Cages” report by Detention Watch Network. Irwin in Georgia and Etowah in Alabama represent the many problems in rural facilities where people are detained far from community and legal support in horrific conditions. They exhibit some of the most severe cases of ICE’s trademark abuse, including recent reports of gynecological procedures performed on women detained at Irwin without their consent. In addition to displaying similar issues, Farmville and Otero have experienced some of the worst COVID-19 outbreaks in the system due to ICE’s dangerous practices—demonstrating the agency’s disregard for the lives of people in its custody.

---


7 See “Detention Oversight” on detentionwatchnetwork.org.

8 See “Understanding the Finances Behind ICE and CBP” on defundhatenow.org. https://defundhatenow.org/how-to/.


Local communities in California and Texas have long pushed for the closure of the Adelanto, Mesa Verde, and Hutto detention centers, which all have extensive histories of sexual, physical, and mental abuse and medical neglect. But ICE circumvented these community efforts by engaging in dubious contracting practices to lock in long-term contracts despite local opposition.

Finally, Berks, Karnes, and Dilley, compose the largest family detention program in the U.S. since the mass incarceration of Japanese Americans nearly a century ago and all report these same abuses. While we are pleased to hear about the recent release of families being held at the family detention centers, we remain extremely concerned about the future of these facilities. While no one should spend a single minute in detention, the effects are particularly devastating for children and families in these centers. The administration should be moving to phase out detention, not rebrand the same facilities or use them to expand the system in other ways.

Reporting also suggests that Berks will be repurposed for the detention of adult migrant women. This is not the first time this has happened. In 2009, the Obama administration changed Hutto from a family detention center to an adult detention center for women. The rampant abuse at Hutto continued, including forced labor practices where the people detained do facility upkeep for $2 per hour as part of a cost-cutting strategy—an iteration of prison labor commonly practiced at ICE facilities. We cannot continue to repeat the same mistakes by allowing these facilities to stay open.

This is only one of multiple efforts ICE is currently pursuing to expand detention. ICE published at least five Requests For Information for detention capacity in the months before President Biden took office. For years, ICE has been permitted to pursue this kind of aggressive and unaccountable expansion. While

working to shut down these first ten facilities, the administration must also halt any expansion efforts to stay on the path towards fully phasing out detention.

As the Biden administration seeks to reverse the harms of the previous administration, it must remember that former President Trump’s racist and xenophobic policies built on the racist and xenophobic system already in place. In order to truly prioritize building a humane immigration system, the administration needs to address the institutions that perpetuate its current cruelty, including ICE’s detention system.

To that end, we urge the Biden administration to take the following actions within its first year in office:

- Shut down the outlined ten facilities as a first step to fully phasing out the use of immigration detention. This means ending all contracts associated with these facilities so they can no longer be used for immigrant incarceration of any kind.
- Release all individuals still detained in the facilities prior to closure with notice to family and community organizations, rather than transferring them to other detention centers or placing them in surveillance programs.
- Halt all efforts to expand capacity for the detention of immigrants, including closing any open requests or solicitations and placing a moratorium on new contracts.

People inside detention, advocacy groups, community members, and loved ones of people detained have been organizing to shut down detention centers across the country for years to build towards a future where every individual lives freely and is treated with dignity and respect. Now, with the average daily number of people in detention lower than it’s been since the creation of ICE, the opportunity to move forward with real transformative change and leave this failed system behind is more present than ever. We are counting on your administration to recognize this moral imperative and begin the work to permanently abolish immigration detention.

Sincerely,
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